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Abstract
The 10th-century mathematician Abu¯ Sahl al-Ku¯hı¯, one of the best geometers of medieval Islam, wrote several
treatises on the first three books of Euclid’s Elements. We present an edition and translation of al-Ku¯hı¯’s revision
of Book I of the Elements, in which he altered the book’s focus to the theorems and rearranged the propositions.
The most dramatic of the changes is the complete absence of all geometric constructions, suggesting that al-Ku¯hı¯
preferred instead to use Euclid’s Data, and the related procedures of analysis and synthesis, for constructions. Other
novel aspects include a proof of Euclid’s fourth postulate, the use of the parallel postulate early in the work, and
a different proof of the Pythagorean theorem.
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J.L. Berggren, G. Van Brummelen / Historia Mathematica 32 (2005) 426–452 427Euclid’s Elements cast a large shadow over geometric activity in medieval Islam. Its utility as a well-
organized compendium of basic results and its power as a model of geometrical exposition (logical
progression of constructions and theorems from an axiomatic base) can hardly be overstated. The com-
plicated textual history of the Elements and its regular use in many Islamic works attest to its pervasive
influence. And, of its 13 books, Book I plays a special role as the entry into the subject, and as the
foundation of the following geometrical results.
The medieval Islamic attitude to the Elements was admiring but critical. A 10th-century attempt to
restructure Book I by one Yu¯h
.









ammad ibn cAbd al-Jalı¯l al-Sijzı¯.2 In response to Yu¯h
.
anna¯’s restructur-
ing, al-Sijzı¯ demonstrates flaws in the revised sequence, using the opportunity to praise the natural and
harmonious arrangement of the Elements. Any attempt to improve on it could make only minor revisions
or stuff it with “useless redundancies,” and could not “take away without adding to the foundation” (i.e.,
the axioms) [Crozet, 1997, 63]. One could therefore augment the work by including converses of certain
statements, but the result would not be superior to the original.
It is thus intriguing that al-Sijzı¯’s considerably more able contemporary, Abu¯ Sahl al-Ku¯hı¯ (late
10th century A.D.),3 took on this very task. Al-Ku¯hı¯ was active during the reign of the Bu¯yid Dy-
nasty in the mid-to-late 10th century, and his work was supported by at least three kings of that
dynasty, whose combined reigns lasted from 962 to 989. He was one of the leading mathematicians
of his time, whose (approximately) 30 works are devoted primarily to geometry in the Euclidean
theorem–proof style. Whether or not he wrote his revision of Book I in response to al-Sijzı¯ seems
impossible to discover since al-Ku¯hı¯’s treatise contains no information to establish a precise date
of authorship. We may, at least, say that it is unlikely that al-Sijzı¯ was aware of al-Ku¯hı¯’s treatise
when he wrote his critique of the relatively minor figure of Yu¯h
.
anna¯, since he does not mention
Al-Ku¯hı¯.
Al-Ku¯hı¯’s revision of Book I exists in a unique copy in manuscript (Cairo MR 41, fols. 83b–88a),4 and
is one of several works that he is known to have written on the Elements, including additions to Books I,
II, and III, as well as a summary of the enunciations of Books I and II.5 Our treatise is untitled and we
shall refer to it here as Revision of Book I of the Elements. His additions to Book II, one copy of which
follows this treatise in the Cairo manuscript, were published in [De Young, 1991–1992] and discussed
recently in [Berggren and Van Brummelen, 2002–2003].6 A short treatise on Book III was lost in Berlin
during World War II.7
The treatise contains no definitions or axioms (in particular, none of those found at the beginning of
Elements I), and al-Ku¯hı¯ delves immediately into the propositions. It seems clear from the proofs that
1 For information on Yu¯h
.
anna¯ ibn Yu¯suf, see [Sezgin, 1974, 298], who suggests that Yu¯h
.
anna¯ was active in the first half of
the 10th century.
2 On al-Sijzı¯ see [Sezgin, 1974, 329–334], who cites evidence showing that he was active in the second half of the 10th
century. A survey of al-Sijzı¯’s criticisms and his own additions to the Elements may be found in [Crozet, 1997, 61–77].
3 For surveys of the life and work of al-Ku¯hı¯ see [Dold-Samplonius, 1975] and [Berggren, 2003].
4 The treatise is listed as #14 under al-Ku¯hı¯ in [Sezgin, 1974, 319].
5 Listed as #18 under al-Ku¯hı¯ in [Sezgin, 1974, 319].
6 This paper discusses a short manuscript containing an abridgement of several propositions in al-Ku¯hı¯’s additions to Book II,
listed as treatise #15 in [Sezgin, 1974, 319].
7 Listed as #16 under al-Ku¯hı¯ in [Sezgin, 1974, 319].
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(see below). Al-Ku¯hı¯’s work contains only 29, rather than Euclid’s 48, propositions, mostly due to the
removal of all constructions.
In order to elucidate the structure of the treatise, we have divided the topics treated in the work as
follows (although the manuscript has no divisions):
i. Angles and parallels (Propositions 1–7).
ii. Congruence of triangles (Propositions 8–18).
iii. The Pythagorean theorem (Propositions 19–22).
iv. Parallelograms (Propositions 23–29).
The most striking aspect of this work is the absence of all 14 constructions in Book I.8 Al-Ku¯hı¯ was
hardly opposed to geometric constructions, and a number of his smaller works consist of nothing else.9
His general practice, however, was to perform his constructions using the techniques of analysis and
synthesis, appealing (usually implicitly) to propositions in Euclid’s Data rather than to the Elements to
build his analyses, which served as outlines of how to complete the constructions.10 In this work, al-Ku¯hı¯
simply calls geometric objects into play when they are needed. The distinction between constructions
and theorems can be blurred, but it appears that al-Ku¯hı¯, at least, kept them in separate corners and used
different procedures and reference works for the two activities.
Even though al-Sijzı¯ had argued that no good could come of altering Euclid’s postulates, al-Ku¯hı¯’s
first move is to prove the fourth postulate (that all right angles are equal). His proof is a variant of
those found in Proclus’s commentary on Book I11 (although there is no evidence that Proclus’s work
was known in Islam) and in al-Nayrı¯zı¯’s (fl. A.D. 900) commentary on the Elements [al-Nayrı¯zı¯, 1994,
30–31]. Unlike Euclid, al-Ku¯hı¯ seems to have no qualms about the parallel postulate and uses it as early
as Proposition 5. This achieves some streamlining of the arguments, allowing for instance the excision
of Elements I.16 and I.17. In fact al-Ku¯hı¯’s first section culminates with a proof of the transitivity of the
relation of parallelism, proved trivially from what we now call Playfair’s postulate, which al-Ku¯hı¯ states
as a corollary to his Proposition 6.
The propositions are carefully organized; Sections ii and iii, in particular, follow a careful progres-
sion of initial result, one or two corresponding inequalities, and/or one or two converses. Al-Ku¯hı¯ was
devoted to completeness in many of his geometrical works, including many or all possible varieties of
a given general problem12 as well as converses when possible.13 This accounts for the four propositions
8 Another recasting of Elements Book I by Shams al-Dı¯n Muh
.
ammad ibn Ashraf al-H
.
usaynı¯ al-Samarqandı¯ removes all
but four of the constructions, but as De Young points out in his edition of this work, those that are missing can typically be
constructed from the other four [De Young, 2001].
9 See for instance [Berggren and Van Brummelen, 2000a; Berggren and Van Brummelen, 2001].
10 For a full description of this practice, both in ancient Greece and in medieval Islam, see [Berggren and Van Brummelen,
2000b].
11 Proclus 188–189, in [Proclus, 1970, 147–148]; see the exposition and commentary for a more detailed discussion.
12 See for instance “On the Ratio of the Segments of a Single Line that Falls on Three Lines,” recently published in [Berggren
and Van Brummelen, 2000a], or “On Drawing Two Lines from a Point at a Known Angle,” in [Berggren and Van Brummelen,
2001].
13 See for instance his additions to Book II of the Elements, published in [De Young, 1991–1992] and discussed with respect
to a closely related manuscript in [Berggren and Van Brummelen, 2002–2003].
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Pythagorean theorem; Propositions 28 and 29 are converses to Proposition 27 (Elements I.36). On the
other hand, al-Ku¯hı¯ chooses to omit the Book I propositions on triangles between parallels, brushing
them off as corollaries to corresponding propositions on parallelograms. Except the construction prob-
lems, all other Book I theorems but one (I.21, not used by Euclid until Book III) are present in al-Ku¯hı¯’s
work.
Translation and commentary
[King, 1981–1986, I, 442–446] describes the 186-folio collection containing this work as originat-
ing possibly in Egypt or in Anatolia and the Balkans. The manuscript is written in an elegant Naskhii
script, and the neatly drawn figures for Propositions 9–29 are inserted into the left side of the text. (Blank
spaces are left in similar places for the eight figures that were not drawn.) The outer margins of the
pages contain the numbers of the propositions in the standard alphabetic “abjad” notation. To the in-
formation in [Sezgin, 1974, 319, #14; Rosenfeld and Ihsanog˘lu, 2003, 103, M1], it may be added that
the work cited as al-Maqa¯la al-u¯la¯ wa-th-tha¯niyya min kita¯b ¯Uqlı¯dis fi l-Us
.
u¯l consists of two treatises
(as King suggests in [King, 1981–1986, I, 444, #12]), each with its own incipit. The first, devoted to
Book I, begins “The first discourse of Euclid’s Elements from the work of Abu¯ Sahl,” etc.,14 and the
second, to Book II, begins “The second discourse of Euclid’s Elements with the additions of Abu¯ Sahl,”
etc.15
Our translation is interspersed with commentary. Note that the section titles are not found in the orig-
inal text. Propositions for which al-Ku¯hı¯’s proof is the same as Euclid’s are accompanied only by the
corresponding proposition number in Book I. Comments in parentheses are added by us to clarify the
argument.
Our system for transliterating letters referring to points in the diagrams is that of [Kennedy, 1991–
1992]. In our edition of the text (in the Appendix) superscript numerals refer to our critical notes. In
editing the text we have not noted the places where we have corrected what seemed to be trivial scribal
errors, such as misreadings of ya¯ for ta¯ (and conversely). We have chosen to reproduce the configurations
of the diagrams in the manuscript as closely as possible, although all diagrams have been reversed left to
right, since Arabic text reads right to left. This has been done to reflect the ordering of the letters in the
diagrams, which often proceed in alphabetical order across the figures. The diagrams for the first eight
propositions, missing in the manuscript, have been restored here. Some of the diagrams in the manuscript
do not appear to represent the general case; in particular, al-Ku¯hı¯ follows the Euclidean tradition in Islam,
which shows a distinct preference for simplifying parallelograms into rectangles.
As the reader will see, this treatise represents a considerable reworking of Book I of the Elements,
sufficiently so that one would have expected al-Ku¯hı¯ to write some sort of introduction to it. The fact that
there is no such introduction, and the description of the work in the incipit as being “from the work of
al-Ku¯hı¯,” leaves open the possibility that we are dealing with part of a larger work.
14 That is, al-maqa¯la al-u¯la¯ min kita¯b ¯Uqlı¯dis fi l-Usu¯l min ‘amal Abı¯ Sahl. . . .
15 That is, al-maqa¯la ath-tha¯niyya min kita¯b ¯Uqlı¯dis fi l-Usu¯l bi-ziya¯da¯t Abı¯ Sahl. . . .
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In the name of God the Merciful, the Compassionate
Book One of Euclid’s Elements
By Abu¯ Sahl Wı¯jan b. Rustam al-Ku¯hı¯
There are 29 propositions.
(restored)
1. Right angles are equal to each other. Thus let the two an-
gles be ABG and DEZ. I say that they are equal to each other.
Proof. If we put line AB on line DE and point B on point E,
and line BG falls on line EZ, then the two angles ABG and
DEZ are equal. So, if line BG does not fall on line EZ but
rather it falls as line ET, then let line DEK be straight. Then
angle DET is equal to angle TEK, since a right angle is one
such that if a straight line stands on a straight line then the
two angles which are on the two sides are equal to each other.
And angle TEK is greater than angle ZEK, and so angle DET
is greater than angle ZEK. But angle ZEK is also equal to angle DEZ, as we said. Therefore angle DET
is greater than angle DEZ, the part [greater] than the whole, a contradiction. So line BG falls nowhere
else than on line EZ, and so angle ABG fits on angle DEZ, and so they are two equal angles. And that is
what we wanted to prove.
Commentary: (Elements Postulate 4) As noted above, al-Ku¯hı¯ was not the first to prove this postulate.
The proofs by Proclus and in al-Nayrı¯zı¯’s commentary are virtually identical, only differing in which line
is extended after the angles are superimposed (Proclus 188–189, in [Proclus, 1970, 147–148]; and [al-
Nayrı¯zı¯, 1994, 30–31]). As Mueller notes, the uses of this proposition later on are difficult to spot and most
commentators (including Proclus) did not cite these instances [Mueller, 1981, 29–30]. We shall follow
their example. Curiously, this is the only instance where al-Ku¯hı¯ follows Euclid’s practice of stating a
proposition first in general terms, i.e., without referring to letters in a specific diagram.
(restored)
2. If the straight line AB stands on the straight line GD then
the two angles ABG and ABD are either two right angles or [at
least are together] equal to two right angles.
Proof. If line AB is perpendicular to line GD then each of an-
gles ABG and ABD is right, so they are two right angles. And
if line AB is not perpendicular to line GD then let the perpen-
dicular be EB, so the two angles EBG and EBD are right angles and equal to the three angles GBE, EBA,
and ABD. And the two angles ABG, ABD are also equal to the three angles GBE, EBA, and ABD. Thus
the two angles ABG, ABD are equal to the three angles GBE, EBA, and ABD. And so angles ABG and
ABD are equal to the two right angles EBG and EBD. Thus angles ABG and ABD either are both right
angles or are equal to two right angles. And that is what we wanted to prove.
Commentary: (Elements I.13).
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3. If from point B on line AB are produced lines BG and BD,
and angles ABG and ABD are equal to two right angles, then
line BG is an extension of BD in a straight line.
Proof. If this is not so let there be another line, EB, extending
BD in a straight line. Then since the straight line AB is standing
on the straight line EBD, angles ABD and ABE are equal to
two right angles, by the preceding proposition. But angles ABD and ABG were already equal to two
right angles. And so angles ABD, ABE are equal to the two angles ABD and ABG by the preceding
proposition. And the common angle ABD is removed, so there remains angle ABE, equal to angle ABG,
the part to the whole, which is a contradiction. Thus line EB is not an extension of the line BD in a
straight line and no other line except GB is on the extension of line BD in a straight line. And that is what
we wanted to prove.
Commentary: (Elements I.14) It is not necessary that angles ABG and ABD be right angles in the figure.
Here and elsewhere in the first eight propositions, we have reconstructed several diagrams with right angles
where they do not need to be so, in keeping with the spirit of the extant diagrams later in this work.
(restored)
4. If each of two straight lines, AB and GD, cuts the other at point E then
the two vertical angles AEG and DEB are equal to each other.
Proof. The straight line GE stands on the straight line AEB, so the two
angles AEG and GEB are equal to two right angles, by the preceding propo-
sition. Also, the straight line BE stands on the straight line DEG, so the two
angles DEB and BEG are equal to two right angles. Thus the two angles AEG and BEG are equal to the
two angles DEB and BEG. And we remove the common angle BEG, so angle AEG remains, equal to its
vertical angle DEB. In the same way the two angles AED and GEB are equal to one another. And that is
what we wanted to prove.
Commentary: (Elements I.15).
(restored)
5. If the straight line AB falls on the two parallel straight lines GD
and EZ, then the two alternate angles are equal, and the exterior angle
AHD is equal to the interior angle HTZ, and the two interior angles
DHT and HTZ are equal to two right angles.
Proof. If angle GHT is not equal to angle HTZ then one of them is
smaller than the other, so let angle HTZ be smaller. And we make
angle DHT common, so the two angles DHT and HTZ are smaller
than the two angles GHT and DHT. But the two angles GHT and DHT are equal to two right angles by
Proposition 2. Thus the two angles DHT and HTZ are smaller than two right angles, so the two lines GD
and EZ meet, which is a contradiction, since they are parallel. So the alternate angles GHT and HTZ are
equal to each other. And angle AHD is equal to angle GHT, by Proposition 4, and so the exterior angle
AHD is equal to the interior angle HTZ. And if we make angle DHT common, the two interior angles
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is what we wanted to prove.
Commentary: (Elements I.29).
(restored)
6. If the straight line AB falls on the two straight lines GD and EZ
and the two alternate angles, or the exterior and the interior [angle],
are equal to each other or the two interior angles are equal to two right
angles, then the two lines GD and EZ are parallel.
Proof. If line GD is not parallel to line EZ then let the parallel to it
be line TD. Since the straight line AB falls on the two parallel straight
lines TD and EZ, the vertical angles TDE and DEZ are equal to each
other by Proposition 5. But angles GDE and DEZ are equal to each other also, so angle TDE is equal
to angle GDE, the whole to the part. This is a contradiction, so line TD is not parallel to line EZ, and
only line GD is, so line GD is parallel to EZ. And similarly we prove that, if the exterior is equal to the
interior, or the two interior angles are equal to two right angles, line GD is parallel to line EZ. And that
is what we wanted to prove.
Commentary: (Elements I.27 and I.28) Al-Ku¯hı¯’s proof of this proposition with the condition that the
two alternate angles  GDE and  DEZ are equal differs from Euclid’s in that it relies on Proposition 5
(hence, the parallel postulate) for its contradiction, which Euclid cannot use since it appears later in the
Elements (I.29). Euclid relies instead on Elements I.16. No proof is given of the proposition with the other
two conditions, that the exterior and interior angles (  ADH and  DEZ) are equal, or that the two interior
angles (  HDE and  DEZ) are equal to two right angles. Al-Ku¯hı¯ says only that they may be proved in a
similar fashion, and indeed they can (by drawing the parallel to DT on the other side of AD and appealing
to Proposition 5, leading to a contradiction of Euclid’s Common Notion 5, that the whole is greater than
the part). There follows a corollary:
And from this it may be proved that it is not possible that at one point there are two or more lines parallel
to a postulated straight line.
Commentary: (Playfair’s Postulate) No argument is given; al-Ku¯hı¯ may have intended something like the
following (letters refer to the figure corresponding to Proposition 7): Suppose two parallels to EZ are the
lines AB and GD, passing through T. Draw a perpendicular from T to EZ, crossing EZ at a new point H.
Then  GTH =  THZ, but also  ATH =  THZ, so  ATH =  GTH, contradicting whole–part.
This leads to the following simple proof of the transitivity of parallels.
(restored)
7. If each of the lines AB and GD is parallel to line EZ then the two lines
AB and GD are parallel to each other.
Proof. If they are not parallel to each other then they meet each other at,
say, point T. So two lines parallel to the postulated line, EZ, have been
produced from a single point, which is a contradiction. Thus the two lines
AB and GD do not meet each other, so they are parallel to each other, and that is what we wanted to prove.
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used explicitly later.16
Section 2: Congruence of triangles
(restored)
8. If one of the sides of triangle ABG, say BG, is produced in a straight
line to point D then the exterior angle AGD of triangle ABG is equal
to the two interior angles ABG and GAB which are opposite it, and
the three angles of triangle ABG are equal to two right angles.
Proof. Let the line parallel to line AB, passing through point G, be
line GE. So the straight line BGD falls on two parallel straight lines, AB and GE. Thus the exterior angle
EGD is equal to angle ABD, by Proposition 5. And, also, angle AGE is equal to angle BAG, since they
are alternate angles. Thus the whole of angle AGD, the exterior angle of triangle ABG, is equal to the two
interior angles, ABG and GAB. And, if we make angle AGB common, the three angles of the triangle
ABG are equal to the two angles AGD and AGB, which are equal to two right angles. And that is what
we wanted to prove.
Commentary: (Elements I.32).
9. If one side of triangle ABG, say BG, is equal to
one side of triangle DEZ, say EZ, and two angles of
triangle ABG are equal to two angles of triangle DEZ,
each to its corresponding one, [the two angles] either
being on the equal sides or on one of the remaining
sides, then the remaining two sides, AB and AG, are
equal to the remaining two sides, DE and DZ, each to
its corresponding one. And triangle ABG is equal to triangle DEZ.
Proof. If the two equal angles are on the two equal sides, i.e., angle ABG is equal to angle DEZ and
angle AGB is equal to angle DZE, then, when triangle ABG is fitted on triangle DEZ, and line BG on
line EZ, and point B on point E, the point G falls on the point Z since the line BG is equal to line EZ, and
line BA falls on line ED, since angle ABG is equal to angle DEZ, and line GA on line ZD since angle
BGA is equal to angle EZD. And so point A falls on point D and so line AB fits on line ED, and so they
are equal to each other. And AG fits also on ZD, and so they are equal to each other. And triangle ABG
fits on triangle DEZ and so they are equal to each other.
And if the two equal angles are not those on the equal sides then [in any case] the angles which are
on the equal sides are equal to each other since the three angles of each triangle are equal to two right
angles. So in either case the two sides AB and AG are equal to the two sides DE and DZ, each to its
corresponding one, and triangle ABG is equal to triangle DEZ. And that is what we wanted to prove.
16 A missing argument within Proposition 25 may be reconstructed so that it relies on Proposition 7.
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by noting that the third angles must also be equal, since by Proposition 8 the angles in a triangle sum to
two right angles, allowing a reduction to ASA.
This is al-Ku¯hı¯’s only use of the proof technique of superposition (other than in his proof of Proposi-
tion 1, Euclid’s postulate that all right angles are equal). All further triangle congruencies are proved by
reduction to this or other propositions. Euclid’s similar approach has been taken as evidence of his discom-
fort with superposition, but, as Mueller points out, the story there is more complicated (see [Mueller, 1981,
21–23]); Euclid uses superposition in two of the three congruence propositions (I.4, SAS, and I.8, SSS)
and reduction in the third (I.26, ASA and AAS). The case for discomfort with superposition is stronger
with al-Ku¯hı¯, since he uses it only for ASA.
It is difficult to judge the significance, if any, in al-Ku¯hı¯’s reordering of the triangle congruence propo-
sitions (proving ASA first rather than Euclid’s SAS). Certainly, by accident or design, it increases the role
of the parallel postulate (to prove AAS).
In his commentary on the Elements al-Nayrı¯zı¯ provides a proof of this proposition by superposition, one
related to Al-Ku¯hı¯’s, as an alternative to Euclid’s reduction to SAS.17 al-Nayrı¯zı¯ says that the proof is not
his, but that he does not know the author [al-Nayrı¯zı¯, 1994, 54].
Unlike Euclid, al-Ku¯hı¯ asserts the equality of the triangles throughout the congruence propositions. This
eventually saves him an argument needed by Euclid in I.34 (al-Ku¯hı¯’s Proposition 24).
10. If side AB is equal to side AG of triangle ABG then angle ABG is equal to
angle AGB.
Proof. If not, let angle ABD be equal to angle AGB, so angles ABD and DAB
of triangle ABD are equal to angles AGB and GAB of triangle ABG, since angle
BAG is common. And side AB is equal to side AG, and they are the two that the
equal angles are on. So the sides AD and DB are equal to sides AB and BG, each
to its corresponding one. And triangle ABD is equal to triangle ABG by Proposition 9, the part to the
whole, which is a contradiction. So angle ABG is equal to angle AGB, and that is what we wanted to
prove.
Commentary: (Elements I.5) The placement of this result after Proposition 9 allows for a much simpler
demonstration than Euclid’s. Here, as elsewhere, al-Ku¯hı¯ follows the practice of dealing with only one of
the possible cases, namely, that D falls between A and G. However, the proof goes through regardless of
where D falls.
11. If side AB is greater than side AG of triangle ABG then angle AGB,
which subtends the greater side, is greater than angle ABG, which sub-
tends the smaller side.
Proof. Let the line equal to line AG be AD, and let DG be joined. Then
angle BGA is greater than angle DGA, and angle DGA is equal to angle
ADG by Proposition 10. Thus angle BGA is greater than angle ADG,
and angle ADG is greater than angle ABG by Proposition 8. So angle BGA is much greater than angle
ABG. And that is what we wanted to prove.
17 Al-Nayrı¯zı¯’s proof assumes that the superimposed triangle does not fit, and arrives at a contradiction of whole–part.
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sition 8 (Elements I.32) rather than Euclid’s weaker I.16.
12. If angle ABG is equal to angle AGB of triangle ABG, then side AB is equal
to side AG.
Proof. If not, then one of the two sides AB and AG is greater than the other, and so
one of the two angles ABG and AGB is greater than the other, by Proposition 11.
And this is a contradiction, so line AB is equal to line AG. And that is what we
wanted to prove.
Commentary: (Elements I.6).
13. If angle ABG is greater than angle AGB of triangle ABG, then side AG,
subtending the greater angle, is greater than side AB, which subtends the smaller
angle.
Proof. If not, then line AG either is equal to line AB or is smaller than it. And if
it is equal to it then angle ABG is equal to angle AGB by Proposition 10. And if
it is smaller than it then it [angle ABG] is smaller than it [angle AGB] by Propo-
sition 11. And this is a contradiction, so line AG is greater than line AB. And that is what we wanted to
prove.
Commentary: (Elements I.19).
(it is difficult to judge whether there is a line between
E and H in our microfilm)
14. If two sides, AB and AG, of triangle ABG are
equal to two sides, ED and DZ, of triangle DEZ, each
to its corresponding one, i.e., AB to DE and AG to
DZ, and angle BAG is equal to angle EDZ, then the
remaining side BG is equal to the remaining side EZ,
and angles ABG and AGB to angles DEZ and DZE,
each to its corresponding one, and triangle ABG to
triangle DEZ.
Proof. If angle ABG is equal to angle DEZ then line BG is equal to line EZ, and the remaining angle is
equal to the remaining angle by Proposition 9. And if it is not equal to it then the one equal to it is angle
DEH. And so, since angles ABG and BAG are equal to angles HED and EDH, each to its corresponding
one, and side AB is equal to side DE, then line DH is equal to line AG, by Proposition 9. And line AG
is equal to line DZ, and so line DH is equal to line DZ, the part to the whole. And this is a contradiction,
so angle ABG is equal to angle DEZ. And so line BG is equal to line EZ, and the remaining angle is
equal to the remaining angle, and the triangle ABG to the triangle DEZ. And that is what we wanted to
prove.
Commentary: (Elements I.4, SAS).
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equal to two sides ED and DZ of triangle DEZ, each
to its corresponding one, i.e., AB to DE and AG to
DZ, and [if ] angle BAG is greater than angle EDZ,
then the remaining side BG is greater than the remain-
ing side EZ.
Proof. Let angle EDH be equal to angle BAG, and
line DH to line AG, and let lines EH and ZH be joined. Then line EH is equal to line BG, by Propo-
sition 14, and, also, angle EZH is greater than angle DZH. And angle DZH is equal to angle DHZ by
Proposition 10. And angle DHZ is greater than angle EHZ, so angle EZH is much greater than angle
EHZ. Thus line EH, which is equal to line BG, is greater than line EZ, by Proposition 13. So line BG is
greater than line EZ. And that is what we wanted to prove.
Commentary: (Elements I.24).
16. If two sides of triangle ABG, AB and AG, are
equal to two sides of triangle DEZ, each to its cor-
responding one, i.e., AB to DE and AG to DZ, and the
remaining side BG is equal to the remaining side EZ,
then angle BAG is equal to angle EDZ.
Proof. If not, then one of the two angles BAG and
EDZ is greater than the other, and so one of the two lines BG and EZ is greater than the other, by
Proposition 15. This is a contradiction, so angle BAG is equal to angle EDZ, and that is what we wanted
to prove.
Commentary: (Elements I.8, SSS).
17. If two sides of triangle ABG, AB and AG, are equal
to two sides of triangle DEZ, ED and DZ, each to its
corresponding one, i.e., AB to DE and AG to DZ, and
the base BG is greater than the base EZ, then angle
BAG is greater than angle EDZ.
Proof. If not, then angle BAG either is equal to angle
EDZ or smaller than it. So if it is equal to it then line BG is equal to line EZ, by Proposition 14. And if it
is smaller than it then BG is smaller than EZ, by Proposition 15. This is a contradiction, so angle BAG is
greater than angle EDZ. And that is what we wanted to prove.
Commentary: (Elements I.25).
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greater than the remaining side, AG.
Proof. Let line BD be equal to line BG and on AB extended.
Let GD be joined, so angle AGD is greater than angle BGD.
And angle BGD is equal to angle BDG, by Proposition 10. And
so angle AGD is greater than angle ADG. So line AD, i.e., the
two lines AB and BG, is greater than line AG, by Proposition 13, and so the two lines AB and BG are
greater than the line AG. And that is what we wanted to prove.
Commentary: (Elements I.20).
Section 3: The Pythagorean theorem
19. If angle ABG of triangle ABG is right then the square on18
AG is equal to the squares on AB and BG.
Proof. Let the two squares on AB and BG be ABDE and
BZHG. So line GBD is straight, by Proposition 3, and line
ABZ is also straight. And let the lines AE, ED, HZ, and HG
meet at the two points T and K if they are extended in straight
lines. And [let] each of the lines EL and KM be equal to line
AT, and each of the lines AL, LM, MG, and DZ be joined.
Then since angle BAG is equal to angle AGT, since line AB is
parallel to line GT, and similarly angle BGA [is equal] to an-
gle GAT, line AT is equal to line BG by Proposition 9. So line
EAT is equal to line DBG, and similarly line EDK is equal to
line ABZ, and so the four lines TE, EK, KH, and HT are equal,
since line AZ is equal to line DG. And angle ABG is equal to angle ATG, and so angle ATG is right. And
angle DEA is right. Similarly angles DKZ and ZHG [are right]. And triangle ABG is equal to triangle
ATG, and similarly triangle DBZ to triangle DKZ, and also, since line AB is equal to line DB, and line
BG is equal to line BZ, and angle ABG is equal to angle DBZ, therefore triangle ABG is equal to triangle
DBZ, by Proposition 14. And so the four triangles ATG, ABG, DBZ, and DKZ are equal, and they are
four times triangle AGT. Also, since line GT is equal to line AE and line TA is equal to line EL, and angle
GTA is equal to angle AEL, since each of them is right, then line AG is equal to line AL, and similarly
the two lines LM and MG. And so the four lines AL, LM, MG and GA are equal. And angle GAT is
equal to angle ALE. But angle ALE with angle EAL is equal to a right angle, since angle AEL is right.
Thus angle GAT with angle EAL is right, and with angle GAL is equal to two right angles. Thus angle
GAL is right, and similarly angles ALM, LMG, and MGA [are right]. Thus the area ALMG is the square
on AG. And triangle GAT is equal to triangle AEL and, similarly, triangles LKM and MHG [are equal].
18 As Euclid (in Greek) before him, al-Ku¯hı¯ uses a construction involving the Arabic preposition for “from” to denote what we
call the square “on” a line segment.
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triangle GTA. And, with the square ALMG, [they] are equal to the rectangle EKHT. But the area EKHT
is equal to the two squares ABDE and BZGH and four times the triangle GAT. So the square ALMG with
four times triangle AGT is equal to the two squares AEDB and BZHG with four times the triangle AGT.
And we remove the common term, four times the triangle AGT, and there remains the square ALMG on
AG, equal to the two squares, AEDB and BZGH, on the two lines AB, BG. And that is what we wanted
to prove.
Commentary: (Elements I.47) Given the length and relative difficulty of this proof, and some of the logical
points that arise within it, we include a modern recounting.
Let the squares on the two adjacent sides be ABDE and BZHG. Then, by Proposition 3, line GBD is
straight; similarly so is line ABZ.
Extend AE and GH to meet at T, and extend ED and HZ to meet at K.
Define L and M by setting AT = EL = KM, and draw AL, LM, MG, and DZ (forming a quadrilateral
and the additional diagonal line segment).
Now since AB is parallel to GT (implicitly by Proposition 6)19 we have (by Proposition 5)  BAG =
 AGT, and similarly  BGA =  GAT. So by Proposition 9 (ASA applied to ABG and GTA, since they
share a common side AG), we conclude that AT = BG.
Thus segment ET = DG and (similarly) EK = AZ.
Therefore, since AZ = DG we have TE = EK = KH = HT (combining the above equalities and pre-
sumably appealing to symmetry for KH and HT).
Now  ABG =  ATG (by Proposition 9 as applied above). Since  ABG is right, so is  ATG; and  DEA
is right by definition. Similarly, so are  DKZ and  ZHG.20
Now ABG = ATG, and similarly DBZ = DKZ. Also, since AB = DB, BG = BZ, and  ABG =
 DBZ (implicitly by Proposition 4), then by Proposition 14 (SAS) ABG = DBZ.
Therefore all four triangles are equal, and combined they are 4 · AGT.
Also, since GT (= AB) = AE, TA = EL and  GTA =  AEL (since they are both right), then AG = AL
(implicitly by Proposition 14, SAS), and similarly LM = MG.
So all four sides of quadrilateral ALMG are equal.21
Now  GAT =  ALE, but  ALE and  EAL sum to a right angle (implicitly by Proposition 8), so
 GAT+  EAL = right, so (subtracting this sum from  GAT+  GAL+  EAL, which is equal to two right
angles by Proposition 2)  GAL is right. Similarly, so are the other three angles in quadrilateral ALMG,22
hence ALMG is a square.
Now GAT = AEL and LKM = MHG, so they are all equal,23 and together are 4 · AGT.
Therefore quadrilateral EKHT =AGLM+4 ·AGT, but EKHT is also equal toAEBD+BZHG+
4 · AGT.
Therefore AGLM =AEBD +BZHG.
19  ZBG and  BGH are both right, and it has been demonstrated that BA and GT are extensions of ZB and HG, respectively.
20 At this point al-Ku¯hı¯ has established that the whole figure EKHT is a square, but he does not say so explicitly here. Later in
the proof he refers to it as a rectangle, but only uses the fact that the angles at the corners are right.
21 It must still be shown that the two sides meeting at A are equal to the two sides joining at M, which requires another
application of a triangle congruence proposition.
22 This presumes that triangle congruence propositions were used in the demonstration that the four sides of quadrilateral
ALMG are equal.
23 Again assuming previous use of a triangle congruence proposition.
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number of small gaps in the argument (filled in here via the footnotes), and implied rather than direct
references to previous propositions, give the impression that an earlier, “cut-and-paste” type of proof was
recast into a deductive structure at this point. The reason for the early introduction of the Pythagorean
theorem may have been to show that it can be proved without relying (as Euclid does) on the propositions
regarding parallelograms and triangles between parallel lines (Section iv in al-Ku¯hı¯’s work).
Although this proof shares elements with that of Tha¯bit ibn Qurra (see either [Brentjes, 1992, 91–120]
or [Euclid, 1956, Vol. 1, 364–365]), it is not the same. It may also be found in an anonymous undated com-
mentary on the Elements (Hyderabad Oriental Manuscripts Library and Research Institute MS Riya¯d
.
i 2).
Finally, it appears as geometric proof #91 in Elisha Scott Loomis’s The Pythagorean Proposition [Loomis,
1968, 91].
20. If angle ABG of triangle ABG is obtuse then the square on
AG is greater than the squares on the two lines AB and BG, and
smaller than them if the angle [ABG] is acute.
Proof. Let angle ABE be right, and the line BE equal to the line
BG, and the line AE be joined. So, since the line BG is equal to
line EB and BA is common, both of the lines BG, BA are equal
to both of the lines EB, BA. And the angle ABG is [, then,]
either obtuse, and so greater than angle ABE, or acute, and so
smaller than it. Hence, the line AG in the obtuse [angle] is greater than the line AE, and in the acute
[angle] smaller than it. And so the square of AG is either, if the angle is obtuse, greater than the square
of AE, or, if the angle is acute, smaller. But the square of AE is equal to the squares of AB, BE, i.e., the
squares of AB, BG, since the angle ABE is right, from Proposition 9. And so the square of AG, if the
angle ABG is obtuse, is greater than the squares of AB and BG and, if the angle is acute, smaller than
them. And that is what we wanted to prove.
Commentary: (Not in Elements I) This inequality, corresponding to the Pythagorean theorem, does not
appear in the Elements until II.12 and II.13, where Euclid additionally determines the magnitude of the
inequality. One unjustified step occurs when al-Ku¯hı¯ assumes without demonstration that AG > AE implies
that AG2 > AE2. This is of course true (and is a consequence of Elements II.4), but one purpose of Book I
is to provide a deductive sequence. Al-Ku¯hı¯ leaves a similar hole in the logic with a statement related to
this one in Proposition 22, although, to be fair, Euclid leaves the same gap in I.48 [Mueller, 1981, 27].
The diagram, reproduced here faithfully from the manuscript, does not have a right angle at B, but it
does at A. Possibly the scribe interchanged the labels A and B in the diagram.
21. If the square on AG of triangle ABG is greater than the squares on
AB and BG then angle ABG is obtuse. And if it is smaller than them
then it [the angle] is acute.
Proof. So, first, let the square of AG be greater than the squares of AB,
BG. Then I say that angle ABG is obtuse.
If it is not obtuse then it is right or acute. And so, if it is right then
the square of AG is equal to the two squares of AB, BG, by Proposition 19. But it is not so, so the angle
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the previous proposition. But it is not thus, and so the angle ABG is not acute and not right. And so it
is obtuse. And if the square of AG is smaller than the squares of AB, BG then the angle ABG is acute,
since if it were not acute it would be right or obtuse. And so the square of AG would either be equal to
the two squares of AB, BG, or greater than them. But it is not so. And so the angle ABG is not right and
not obtuse. And so it is acute. And that is what we wanted to prove.
Commentary: (Not in Elements I).
22. If the square on side AB of triangle ABG is equal to the two on
the remaining two sides, BG and GA, then angle BGA is right.
Proof. If it is not so, then let the angle BGD be right, and the line GD
equal to the line GA, and let BD be joined. Then the square of BD is
equal to the squares of BG, GD by Proposition 19, i.e., the squares of
BG, GA, since the line GA is equal to the line GD. And the square of
AB is equal to the squares of BG, GA. And so the square of AB is equal to the square of BD. And so
the line AB is equal to the line BD. And since the line GD is equal to the line GA, and BG is common,
and the base AB is equal to the base BD, the angle BGA is equal to the angle BGD, the part to the
whole. And this is a contradiction. And so the angle BGA is right. And that is what we wanted to
prove.
Commentary: (Elements I.48) This is the same as the alternate proof in Proclus (Proclus 429–431, in
[Proclus, 1970, 341–343]), as well as that which al-Nayrı¯zı¯ attributes to Heron [al-Nayrı¯zı¯, 1994, 72].
Proclus does both cases (D falling both to the left and right of A), but al-Ku¯hı¯ and al-Nayrı¯zı¯ leave one
case to the reader. As we noted above, al-Ku¯hı¯ leaves the same logical lacuna as Euclid in assuming that
two equal squares produce two equal sides.
Section 4: Parallelograms
23. If the two sides AB and GD of the area ABGD are two equal
parallels then the two sides AD and BG are also two equal paral-
lels.
Proof. Let the line AG be joined. Then, since the line AB is equal
to the line GD, and AG is common, and the two angles BAG, AGD
are equal (since the two lines AB, GD are parallel), the base AD
is equal to the base BG by Proposition 14. And the angle DAG is
equal to angle AGB, so line AD is parallel to line BG by Proposition 6. And the two of them are equal.
And that is what we wanted to prove.
Commentary: (Elements I.33) Euclid’s treatment of parallelograms hinges on this proposition; he does not
define parallelograms and only mentions them after this result gives him that authority. Although al-Ku¯hı¯
speaks of “areas” here whereas Euclid does not, al-Ku¯hı¯ follows Euclid’s sequence of results.
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then each of its two opposite sides or angles are equal to each other,
and it is divided by the diameter AG into two halves.
Proof. Angle BAG is equal to angle AGD since AB, GD are par-
allel to each other, and angle DAG is also equal to angle AGB. So,
the two angles BAG, AGB of triangle ABG are equal to the two
angles DAG, AGD of triangle AGD. And side AG is common to
the two triangles, and so line AD is equal to line BG. And AB is equal to DG, and the remaining angle
ABG is equal to the remaining angle ADG. And the triangle ABG is equal to triangle ADG from Propo-
sition 9. And angle BAD is equal to angle BGD since the angles GAB, GAD together are equal to the
angles AGB, AGD together. And that is what we wanted to prove.
Commentary: (Elements I.34) Although al-Ku¯hı¯’s proof is the same as Euclid’s, he is able to avoid an extra
argument asserting that ABG = AGD, since in Proposition 9 (ASA) he (unlike Euclid) had asserted
that the two triangles are equal.
25. If the area ABGD is a parallelogram and its diameter is DB, and
around its two sides are the two parallelograms AEZT and HZKG,
then the two of them are equal to each other.
Proof. Triangle ABD is equal to triangle DBG by the preceding
proposition, and triangle DTZ is equal to triangle DZH, and triangle
EBZ is equal to triangle ZBK. And so the two triangles DTZ, EBZ
are equal to the two triangles DZH, ZBK. And so there remains par-
allelogram AEZT equal to parallelogram HZKG. And that is what
we wanted to prove.
Commentary: (Elements I.43).
26. If the areas ABGD and EBGZ are parallelograms on one
base, BG, and between the two parallel lines AZ and BG, then
the two of them are equal to each other.
Proof. The line AD is equal to the line BG, and the line BG
is equal to the line EZ, by Proposition 24, and so the line AD
is equal to line EZ. And we make line DE common. And so
all of AE is equal to all of DZ. And line AB is also equal to
line DG, and exterior angle GDZ is equal to the interior angle BAE. And so the base EB is equal to the
base ZG. And triangle ABE is equal to triangle ZDG, by Proposition 14. And if we remove the common
triangle DHE there remains trapezoid ABHD equal to trapezoid EHZG. And triangle HBG is common,
24 Literally, here and everywhere, “the area ABGD that has parallel sides.”
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wanted to prove.
Commentary: (Elements I.35).
27. If the areas ABGD and EZHT are parallelograms on
equal bases, BG and ZH, and between the two parallel
lines AT and BH, then they are equal to each other.
Proof. Let the lines EB, TG, which are equal and parallel
by Proposition 23, be joined. So area EBGT is a parallel-
ogram, and it is equal to the parallelogram ABGD, since
the two of them are on the base BG. And similarly, par-
allelogram EBGT is equal to parallelogram EZHT, since the two of them are on the base ET. And so
parallelogram ABGD is equal to parallelogram EZHT. And that is what we wanted to prove.
And from this it may be proved that triangles on equal bases and between two parallel lines are equal,
since they are halves of the parallelograms on their bases.
Commentary: (Elements I.36).
28. If the areas ABGD and EZHT are equal parallelo-
grams and they are between the two parallel lines AT and
BH, then their bases, BG and ZH, are equal to each other.
Proof. If it is not so, then let line BK be equal to line
ZH, and let LK be joined. Then areas ABKL and EZHT
are equal to each other from Proposition 27. But areas
ABGD, EZHT are also equal to each other, and so paral-
lelogram ABKL is equal to parallelogram ABGD, the part to the whole. And this is a contradiction, and
so line BG is equal to line ZH. And that is what we wanted to prove.
Commentary: (Not in Elements I).
29. If areas ABGD and EZHT are equal parallelograms
on equal bases, BG and ZH, then the lines DE and GZ are
parallel.
Proof. If it is not so, then let line DLK be parallel to line
GZH. And so the areas ABGD, LZHK are equal, from
Proposition 27. But, areas ABGD, EZHT are equal to each
other, and so area LZHK is equal to area EZHT, the part
to the whole. And this is a contradiction, so the lines DE,
GZ are parallel to each other. And that is what we wanted
to prove.
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Commentary: (Not in Elements I) Propositions 28 and 29, converses to Proposition 27, do not appear in
Elements Book I, although Proposition 28 is an immediate consequence of VI.1. Proposition 29 requires
the extra condition that BG and ZH lie on the same line. Also, al-Ku¯hı¯ assumes tacitly that K lies on TH
and L on EZ.
And praise to Allah alone, and may Allah bless our Lord Muh
.
ammad and his family and his Compan-
ions, all of them. Copied on Monday night, 17 Muh
.
arram the Sacred, 1154.25
Fig. 1. Logical structure of Section 1. Fig. 2. Logical structure of Section 2.
Fig. 3. Logical structure of Section 3.
Fig. 4. Logical structure of Section 4.
Figures 1–4 display the logical connections between propositions in each of the four sections of al-
Ku¯hı¯’s work. They describe relations internal to each section, not links between the sections. In these
figures, an arrow from one proposition down to another means that the proof of the latter proposition
uses the former. Solid lines indicate uses of propositions that are made explicit in the text; dashed lines
indicate implied uses of propositions.
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